
THE WEAKNESSES OF THE DIRECTORY WAS

The Weakness of the Directory was the main reasons for Napoleon's rise to Power. How far do you agree? On 10th
November the Coup of Brumaire.

It over relied on Napoleon in suppressing internal revolts and fighting foreign wars. His self-belief and passion
for Germany provided a light in a bleak situation and persuaded people to believe in him. There was power
struggle within the directors. One could not print enough money in one night to meet the most pressing needs
of the next day In short, it was a return to the pre conservative ancient system which the Frenchmen had
destroyed through the revolution. However, in the following months, the Directory and Councils gradually
turned away from the royalist right and tried to find new allies on the left. Under British pressure, Austria
agreed to continue the war against France. Or perhaps it was the roles of others such as Sieyes who played a
vital role in securing the success of the Coup. The government also failed to reconcile with the parliament that
was dominated by the Jacobins supporters. In the American economy crashed and went into economic
depression and the American government Or was it Napoleons successes overseas which gave him the power
to attempt it? To solve this, the Weimar government decided to print lots of money and in , the Deutschmark
the currency at the time went into Hyperinflation. It refrained from adding more taxes on wine and salt, which
had helped cause the revolution, but added new taxes on gold and silver objects, playing cards, tobacco, and
other luxury products. The reasoning behind this judgement is because it is his amazing military mind and
leadership abilities which made Napoleon stand out above the many other aspiring military men. Napoleon
gained this respect from the people and his men through not only speeches before battles, but because also of
the fact that Napoleon used two newspapers to convey the latest new on the frontier to the people, mainly
depicting Napoleon as the hero who was restoring France's national pride. Read More Words 5 Pages Essay on
How far was the fear of communism the main reason for the rise to power of the Nazi party? Lucien, his
brother, escorted Napoleon to the safety of his men, where Napoleon then called upon his men to defend him.
To fill the treasury, the Directory resorted in December to a forced loan of million livres from wealthy
citizens, who were required to pay between 50 and livres each. In court, following the Munich Putsch, Hitler
was on the sidelines, and seemed inevitable to a heavy prosecution, although a determined oratory along with
a characteristic personality won many over and Hitler was significantly let off the hook. What part did the
WSC play in this? To fight inflation, the government began minting more coins of gold and silver, which had
real value; the government had little gold but large silver reserves, largely in the form of silverware,
candlesticks and other objects confiscated from the churches and the nobility. However, his popularity
increased in the working-class of the capital with the drop in value of the assignats, which rapidly resulted in
the decrease of wages and the rise of food prices. This Paris food distribution cost a large part of the national
budget, and was resented by the rest of the country, which did not have that benefit. Italian campaign[ edit ]
Bonaparte won his first major victory leading his soldiers across a bridge at the Battle of Arcole 17 November 
When the attack began at about ten o'clock, the dragoons appeared suddenly and charged. The Directory took
power. In Septemberâ€”December , the Directory attacked this problem by declaring bankruptcy on two-thirds
of the debt, but assured payment on the other third. There are 4 main points to discuss here: 1. The Directory
government was messed up by corruption, embezzlement of public funds and inefficient administration. To
assure the supply of food to the sans-culottes in Paris, the base of support of the Jacobins , the Convention had
strictly regulated grain distribution and set maximum prices for bread and other essential products. The
weakness of the Directory is certainly a key issue which lead to a successful coup. Napoleon used brilliant
speeches of the riches of Italy and his own bravery in the battlefield such as at the battle of Lodi where he
helped in the artillery division to gain the support and loyalty of the previously undersupplied yet experienced
men he commanded.


